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QUESTION 1

A Sales Rep at Cloud Kicks has a requirement to have access to all child Accounts of the Accounts they own. The
Organization-wide Default setting for Account is private. What happens if a user has access to a parent Account? 

A. The user will access to All Accounts if "Gran Access using Hierarchies" is enabled. 

B. Access can be granted by setting up a sharing rule via Account Hierarchy. 

C. Access to child Account will need to be manually added. 

D. The user will have access to child Account records. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The sales teams at UC need to track partner relationships for each customer account. There can be many partners
related to each customer account. Additionally, the following partner-to-customer relationship information needs to be
tracked: Role of each partner, Support product category of each partner, Next step of each partner. What should a
consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Use partner role functionality. 

B. Create partner custom fields on account. 

C. Create a custom object for Partner relationships. 

D. Add partners to each customer account team. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) wants to make It eas.er for sales reps to log their customer interactions, _ and events,
directly from their email and calendar applications. UC wants to report on these activates Salesforce. What are two
capabilities of Outlook and Gmail Integration tools? Choose 2 answers 

A. Sync non-recurring events between Microsoft or Google Calendar and Salesforce. 

B. Associate emails with records in Salesforce from Outlook or Gmail. 

C. Report on contact data as it exists In Outlook or Gmail. 

D. Sync recurring events created in the Salesforce mobile app with Microsoft or Google Calendar. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 



QUESTION 4

Universal Container wants to improve sales productivity in inside sales and it has been advised to consider Salesforce
Console for sales. What use case will satisfy this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Need to add notes quickly or log activities for each record 

B. need to see records and related items as tabs under one screen 

C. need to chat with customer in real time with chatter 

D. Need to prioritize search results for contacts and opportunities 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) manages opportunity forecasts using the standard forecast categories in Salesforce
customizable forecasting. Each sales stage is aligned with a forecast category. When reviewing the forecast, NTO
wants the roll-up of just the opportunities that are in pipeline, best case, and commit. What number in the forecast would
provide NTO with the appropriate information? 

A. Pipeline + Closed/Won 

B. Pipeline + Best Case 

C. Pipeline 

D. Pipeline + Commit 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers does not have a direct sales team; its channel partners are responsible for selling and servicing
products. Over the past quarter, there has been an increased volume of leads. However, the Vice President of Channels
has been receiving many complaints from partners on the poor quality of the leads and has noticed a significant drop in
the lead conversion rate. What should a consultant recommend to improve partner satisfaction with the leads being
shared? 

A. Use the lead Score on the find duplicates button and assign the leads with a score in the high category 

B. Create multiple validation rules to ensure that all fields on the lead record are populated with data 

C. Assign all leads to the partner channel manager to validate the lead data and manually assign to partners 

D. Create a custom lead score field to assess lead quality and assign the leads that exceed the score to partners 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7



What are the factors that influence sales metrics drive KPI\\'s and form key business challenges? 

A. Weak pipeline 

B. Low productivity (sales rep) 

C. Poor predictability (forecast) 

D. Ineffective selling 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers wants to measure revenue based on when individual Products are sold. What should a Consultant
implement to meet this requirement? 

A. Forecasting by Product Dates 

B. Forecasting by Order Amount 

C. Forecasting by Opportunity Amount 

D. Forecasting by Schedule Date 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You can apply a discount to the entire quote; there is no need to apply discounts to individual line items in the quote. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers needs to provide contact center agents with access to a customer\\'s payment history 

if the call concerns a billing problem. The following considerations need to be taken into account: 

Billing problems account for less than 5% of calls. 

Billing data is stored in an external system containing over 20 million records. 

Agents do not want to maintain separate login sessions for Salesforce and the billing system. 

Which two solutions should a consultant recommend? Choose 2 answers 



A. Use Lightning Connect to connect and access data in real-time from the billing system. 

B. Import payment data into Salesforce and add to the contact page layout as a related list. 

C. Create a Visualforce page that retrieves payment information via a Web Service call-out. 

D. Create a custom tab of type URL that displays a search page from the billing system. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two use cases will protect the integrity of order data with activation limitations? Choose 2 answers 

A. Multiple reduction orders can be created for a single order. 

B. Orders can be activated only if they include a product. 

C. New Products can be added to Active Orders. 

D. Products can be removed from Active Reduction Orders. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

A company needs to enable a community to better engage with its customers. The key aspects of the community will
include Cases, Knowledge, and Community Discussions. The company wants to quickly enable the community via a
template. Which template should the company use? 

A. Napili (Customer Service) 

B. Koa 

C. Salesforce Tabs +Visualforce 

D. Kokua 

Correct Answer: B 
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